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TENSOR PRODUCT BASES AND TENSOR DIAGONALS

BY

J. R. HOLUB(x)

Abstract. Let A"and Y denote Banach spaces with bases (x,) and ( v(), respectively,

and let X ®£ Y and X ®„ Y denote the completion in the e and it crossnorms of the

algebraic tensor product X <g> Y.

The purpose of this paper is to study the structure of the tensor product spaces

X®SY and X ® „ Y through a consideration of the properties of the tensor product

basis (xt ® yj) for these spaces and the tensor diagonal (*i ® y¡) of such bases.

1. Introduction. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and denote by X ®s Y and

A" ®^ Y the completion of the algebraic tensor product of A" and Y in the e and n

topologies respectively (see §2 for definitions). If fa) is a basis for X and fa) a

basis for Y, then the sequence of tensors fa <g> y¡), ordered in a certain fashion,

is a basis for both A" <g)£ Y and A" (&„ Y and is called the tensor product basis.

We call the subsequence fa <g> yt) of fa (g> y¡) the tensor diagonal of the bases fa)

and fa).
The purpose of this paper is to study the properties of tensor product bases and

tensor diagonals and thereby also to study the structure of the spaces A" <g)e Y

and A" ®„ Y.

In §3 and §4 the permanence properties of tensor product bases and tensor

diagonals in the e and -n topologies are discussed.

In §5 conditions on the bases fa) and fa) which are sufficient to force the diagonal

fa ® yd to be similar to a given basis are determined. A complete characterization

of the diagonals of the unit vector bases in l" <8>e V is obtained.

2. Preliminary results and notation. The only spaces considered in this paper

will be Banach spaces. If A" is a given space we will denote its dual or conjugate

space by X*. The closed linear span of a sequence (*,) in A" is denoted by fa].

A sequence fa) in A" is called a basis for A" (basic sequence in A") if for each x in A"

(for each jc in fa]) there exists a unique sequence of scalars fa) such that x = 2i" i a^,

convergence in the norm topology of X. If for each x in A" (for each x in [x¡]) this

convergence is unconditional, then fa) is called an unconditional basis (unconditional
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basic sequence). For a discussion of unconditional convergence in Banach spaces

see [14].

Associated with a basis (x¡) in A" is a sequence of linear functionals (/) in X*

defined by fn(x) =/»(2¡ a&d = an and called the associated sequence of coefficient

functionals. A basis (x¡) having coefficient functionals (/,) is denoted by (xj,/).

It is well known that if (x¡,/) is a (unconditional) basis for X then (/) is a (un-

conditional) basic sequence in X*.

A basis (x¡) is called seminormalizedif 0 < inf( ||x,|| g supt ||x¡|| < +oo. Throughout

this paper, unless specific mention is made to the contrary, all bases will be assumed

to be seminormalized.

The following internal characterization of bases is due to M. M. Grinblyum [9]

and is called the "PJ-condition".

Theorem. Let (x¡) be a sequence in X such that [x¡] = X. Then (x¡) is a basis for

X if and only if there exists a PJä 1 such that for all p^q and all sequences (a¡),

\\IhxatXt\\úK\\ZUi «Sa-

in the case K= 1, (x¡) is called a monotone basis.

A similar criterion called the unconditional form of the K-condition characterizes

unconditional bases. One has only to replace initial segments in the above theorem

with arbitrary finite sets of integers.

If (x¡,/) is a basis for X and (yt, g¡) is a basis for Y, then (x¡) and (y) are said

to be similar if 2¡ <*iXt converges if and only if 2¡ atyt converges. It is a consequence

of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and the open mapping theorem that the bases

(x¡) and (y¡) are similar if and only if there exists a linear homeomorphism

T: X^ Y such that P(x¡)=ji.

It follows from the norm-determining property of [/] over X [21] that the

sequence of coefficient functionals (gt) in [/]* associated with the basic sequence

(ft) is similar to the basis (x¡). Hence we write (/, xt) is a basic sequence in X*.

Let (xf,/j) be a basis for X. Then (x¡) is said to be

(i) shrinking [4, p. 69] if (/) is a basis for A"* (in the norm topology on A"*),

(ii) boundedly complete [4, p. 69] if sup» ||2f=i ai*t|| <+00 implies 2¡ o¡*¡

converges,

(iii) of type wc0 [7] if {x¡} converges weakly to zero, (this property has also been

called semishrinking [15], [17]). (Note: we denote weak convergence of a sequence

(x„) to x by x„ !?» x.)

(iv) of type swc0 [7] if there is a subsequence (x»t) of (x4) such that x», îï> 0.

(v) oftype(wc0)*[7]if/,^0,

(vi) of type P [20] if sup» ¡2?-i *i|| < +o°,

(vii) of type P* [20] if there is an/in X* such that/(x()= 1 for all i.

Throughout the paper the notation X= Y will mean X is linearly homeomorphic

(isomorphic) to Y and A'c Y will mean X is isomorphic to a closed subspace of Y.

Finally, B(X, Y) denotes the bounded bilinear forms on X x Y and S£(X, Y)
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denotes the bounded linear operators from A" to Y. The sequence (e() will always

denote the usual unit vector basis for one of the spaces c0 or lp (1 èp< +<»).

Let A" and y be Banach spaces. We will denote by A" ®e T the completion of the

algebraic tensor product A" ® Y in the norm

I* '*   = sup
H/IISl./eXM|i||Si,jeY»

and we denote by A" <g>„ T the completion of X <

i=l

Y in the norm

2 *« ® ji = inf ̂ 2 ii^i iwn : 2 *> ®^> = 2 *« ® ̂'i
lli = l 0 = 1 i = l i = l J

A crossnorm a on a tensor product space is one for which a(x ®y)=\x\ \y\.

A crossnorm a is said to be uniform [19, p. 9] if for any bounded linear operators

F on A" and S on Y,

afeSfa) (g> Tfa)\ Ú \\S\\ |F||«(2*i ®YtY

It is well known that both s and 7r are uniform crossnorms.

The following results on tensor products will be used frequently, most often

without specific reference.

(1) If M is a closed subspace of X and N is a closed subspace of Y, then M <g)e N

is a closed subspace of X ®£ Y [19, p. 35]. As we have mentioned above, we will

denote this by M ®e A<= x <g>e Y.

The proposition obtained by replacing e by v in (1) is in general not true [19,

p. 35].
(2) A"* ®£ 7*c:(A" ®B Y)* [19, p. 34].

(3) The space (X (g>„ Y)* has a representation as the space of all continuous linear

maps from X to Y*; i.e. (X <&„ Y)* = 3?(X, Y*) [19, p. 45].

(4) The space (X ®c Y)* consists exactly of those v in B(X, Y) that can be

represented in the form

v(w) =  i      w0fa, /) dpfa, y')
JSxT

where S and T are suitable closed equicontinuous subsets of X* and Y* and where

w0 is the restriction of the bilinear form w on X* x Y* to SxT [18, p. 168].

(5) IfX* has a basis then (X ®£ 7)* = A"* g), Y* [12].

(6) Iffa,fj) is a basis for X and fa, g¿ is a basis for Y then the sequence fa (8) y¡)

in X (g> Y ordered in the following fashion

xx (àyx xx ®y2

x2 ®yx x2® y2

x3 ®yx x3® y2

xx ®y3

x2 ®y3

x3 ®y3
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is a basis for both X ®£ Y and X <g>» Y and the sequence of coefficient functionals

associated with (x¡ <g> y}) is the sequence (fi <g> g¡) [8].

We call the basis (x¡ <g) y,) the few-sor product of the bases (x) and (yt), or the

tensor product basis.

The subsequence (x¡ ® yt) of the basis (x¡ <g> jy) will be called the tensor diagonal

of the bases (x() and (y^.

3. The £>tensor product. In this section we will be concerned mainly with

determining those properties of the bases (x¡) and (y) which carry over to the basis

(x( <g> y¡) or to the tensor diagonal (x¡ ® j¡) in X <g>6 Y. We will also deal with the

converse problem.

We begin with several lemmas. The proofs are simple and will be omitted.

Lemma 3.1. Let (x( ® y,) be a tensor product basis for X ®aY where a is any

crossnorm on X 0 Y. Then (x¡ <g> yx) is similar to (x¡) and (xx <g> yt) is similar to (yt).

Lemma 3.2. Let (xj,/) be a shrinking basis for X. Then any subsequence (xn) is

shrinking.

Lemma 3.3. Let (x¡) be a boundedly complete basis for X. Then any subsequence

(xn) is boundedly complete.

Our first theorem is a consequence of Grothendieck's characterization of

(X (g)£ Y)* in the case where X* has a basis (see §2).

Theorem 3.4. Let (x) and(y) be bases for X and Y respectively. Then the tensor

product basis (x¡ ® yf) for X <g>s Y is shrinking if and only if (x¡) and (yt) are

shrinking bases.

Proof. If (x¡ 0 y¡) is shrinking then each of (x¡ <g> yx) and (xx ® j() is shrinking

by Lemma 3.2. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that (x¡) and (y) are shrinking.

If (x¡,/f) and (yt, gt) are both shrinking then by definition (/) is a basis for X*

and (g¡) is a basis for Y*. Since (/ (g> g,) is the sequence of coefficient functionals

associated with the basis (x¡ ®yj) and (/ ®gj) is a basis for X* g)„ Y* = (X ®e Y)*,

the basis (x( g> y}) is shrinking.

It follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.2 that if (x¡) and (^¡) are shrinking

bases for X and Y then the diagonal (x( ® yt) is shrinking in X <g>£ Y. The next

theorem shows that the same result is true assuming only that one of (x¡) and (j¡)

is shrinking. It is also our first example (others will be seen later) of how strongly

some properties of bases carry over to the tensor diagonal.

Theorem 3.5. Let (x(,/¡) be a shrinking basis for X and (yh gt) a basis for Y.

Then the tensor diagonal in X ®e Y is shrinking.

Proof. Let (z„) = Ç2tjbf)xj <g> y¡) be a bounded sequence in [x{ ® yt] with the

property that fk ® gfc(z„) Jî> 0 for k = 1, 2,.... That is, bkn) -î> 0 for k = 1, 2,....
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By virtue of the characterization of (A" <g>e Y)* given in §2, we need only show that

f      ( 2 bf% ® y) fa, y') dpfa, y') -^ 0

for S and F equicontinuous subsets of A"* and Y* [16].

Since S x T is a compact metric space [18, p. 87] and zn is in C(S x T) for each n

[18, p. 168] it is sufficient to show that

CO

2 bfxj <g> ylx' ® y')
í=i

goes to zero with n for each (x', y') in Sx T [6, p. 265].

To do this, fix x' in S and / in T. Then

2 Vpx, ® j/x' ®/) = x'^2 W/bfa)'

Now/fc(2, ¿»(yB>>''(3,yK) = *k,y(j'fc) -"> 0 for ¿ = 1, 2,... since (yk) is a bounded set

and we have seen that bkn) 1% 0. Therefore since fa) is shrinking and the set

(lT=i btV(yi)Xj} is bounded in A" it follows that the sequence {2j°=1 bf'yXy^x,}

converges weakly to zero in A" [16]. In particular x'(2 bf^y'fa^Xj) i> 0, and as we

have noted above this implies fa <g> y{) is shrinking.

Simple examples show that the tensor diagonal (and hence the tensor product)

of boundedly complete bases need not be boundedly complete in A" ®e Y. How-

ever, in certain special cases this result is true.

Proposition 3.6. Let fa) be a basis for a reflexive space X and let fa) be a

boundedly complete basic sequence in I1. Then the tensor diagonal fa <8>J>() in

X <8>e fa] is boundedly complete.

Proof. Suppose sup„ ||2f-i atxt ® y¡\\ < +oo. Then

Il n
IA II

implying that 2i" i aif(xi)yi converges for each fin X*. By the Banach-Steinhaus

theorem the linear mapping F: X* -> [y¡falx defined by T(f) = 2i¡%xaíffa)y¡ is

continuous and therefore compact since A"* is reflexive [6, p. 515]. But then the

set (2i aj(xi)yi \fe X*, ||/|| ^ 1} is relatively compact in fa] and so 2"=i ajfatyi

converges uniformly over |/|| ^ 1. It now follows by definition of the s-norm that

2i™ i a,x( ® y{ converges in A" ®e [y¡] and fa <g) yf) is boundedly complete.

Theorem 3.7. Let fa) be a basis for X and fa) a basis for Y. Then the basis

fa ® yd for x ®e Y is of type wc0 if and only if each of fa) and fa) is of type wc0.

Proof. The proof of the first implication follows immediately- from Lemma 1.1.

The proof of the second is similar to that of Theorem 3.5. We give a brief sketch.
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Let g be in (A' <g£ Y)*. Then

g(w)= \     wAx',y')dp.(x',y')
JSxT

where S and P are equicontinuous subsets of X* and Y* and w0 is the restriction

of the bilinear form w on X* x Y* to S x T (recall that every w in X (g Y can be

viewed as a bilinear form on X* x Y*). Again, SxT is a metric space so since

Xj (g yAx', y') = XiOOj/}'') for all (x', y') in S x P, and since by assumption

x¡(x') 1> 0 and y Ay') L» 0, we have (x¡ (g y,) (as a sequence in C(S x T)) converges

to zero at each point in SxT and hence converges weakly to zero in C(S x T).

Therefore

gixt <8> y¡) = *i <g .FA*'. /) 4<*'> /) = K*t ® J'y) -> 0
Jsxr

(since /* is in C(SxT)*) and (x( (g jy) is of type wc0.

An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.7 establishes the following result which

should be compared with Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.8. Let (x¡) be a basis of type wc0 for X and let (y) be any basis for Y.

Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ (g y,) in X ®e Y is of type wc0.

Corollary 3.9. Let (x¡) and (y) be bases for X and Y respectively. Then

(x¡ (g yt) is of type swc0 in X <g£ Y if and only if(x) or (y¡) is of type swc0.

Proof. Suppose (x„() %. 0. By Theorem 3.8 (x„( <g> yn) ^ 0 in [x„.] <g>e [yn¡]

<= X 0S Y. Hence (xf (g j¡) is of type swc0.

Suppose (x»( (g) yn) îf> 0 in X <g>e Y. If (j»() ^. 0 there is an /0 in Y* and a

subsequence (^mt) of (yn) such that | f0(ymK) | ^ 1 for ¿ = 1, 2,.... Since (xmk (g) jmJ

=> 0, / ®/o(xmfc ® jmJ i> 0 for every / in A"* and so |/(xmJ| lf0(ymk)\ -+ 0. It

follows that |/(xmfc)| í> 0 for each /in A"* and (x¡) is of type swc0.

Remark 3.10. The converse of Theorem 3.8 is false. In fact, there exist bases (x¡)

and (y) for C[0, 1] neither of which is of type wc0, but whose diagonal (x¡ (g jj)

in C[0, 1] (gE C[0, 1] is similar to the unit vector basis of c0 [11].

In view of this situation the next proposition is interesting.

Proposition 3.11. Let (x) be a basis for X. Then (x¡) is of type wc0 if and only if

the tensor diagonal (x( (g x¡) in X (ge X is of type wc0.

Proof. The first implication follows immediately from Theorem 3.8.

Let / be an element of A"*. Then f ®f is in (A' <g£ A")* and f ®f(xt <g x¡)

= [f(xù]2- Since (x¡ (g x¡) îï> 0 we have [/(x¡)]2 -> 0 and (x¡) is of type wc0.

Gelbaum and de Lamadrid have shown that the tensor product (x¡ (g j¡) of

unconditional bases (x¡) and (y¡) need not be unconditional in either X (ge Y or

in X <g„ Y [8].

In contrast to this result we prove the following theorem which illustrates again

the permanence properties of the tensor diagonal.
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Theorem 3.12. Let fa) be an unconditional basis for X, (j¡) a basis for Y, and a

a uniform crossnorm. Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ ® y¡) in X ®a Y is unconditional.

Proof. Suppose 2i™ i «t*i <8> y¡ G X ®a Y and (e¡) is any ± 1 sequence.

Then (etXi) is a basis for X similar to fa), implying there exists a continuous

linear mapping F: X-*- X for which Fx¡ = £iX¡. Now a is a uniform crossnorm so

the tensor product map F (g) /: A" ®a T->- A" ®a T (where / is the identity map)

is continuous. It follows that

(00 \ GO

2 °ixi ®yt) =2 £iCliXi ® #
i = l / (-1

converges in X ®a T. Since the sequence (e¡) was arbitrary, the basic sequence

(xt <g> yt) is unconditional.

In particular, Theorem 3.12 holds when a = e or a = ?r [19].

The converse to Theorem 3.12 in the case X ®e Y is false, as is shown by the

following example.

Example 3.13. Let (.v¡) denote the conditional basis for lx defined by xx — ex,

xn= —en + en-i for n = 2, 3,.... Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ <g) x¡) in lx ®e lx is

similar to the unit vector basis (et) of lx.

Proof. Suppose 2i" i ß»*i <8> x{ is in lx ®£ lx. Then supn |2?-i «|JC| ® *il«á^

From the definition of the £-topology it follows that supn/ngi ||2f=i aiffa)Xi\\ ÚM

for all n. That is,

sup
ll/IISl

71

axffa)ei + 2 ai/(*iX«i-i-«i)
i = 2

=   sup \\aiffa) + a2f(x2)\+y \ai + iffa + i)-aiffa)\ + \anf(xn)\ \ á M.
mil  { ¿fa J

Let/in /OT be defined by/=(l, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,...). One easily checks that

\f(Xi)\ = 1    iff is odd,

= 0   if i is even.

Hence since ||/|| = 1 we have 2o-! \at\ ÚM (where ox is the subset of {1, 2,..., n}

consisting of odd integers). Similarly, defining g in /"° by g = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,...)

we see

\g(xt)\ = 1    if/ is even,

= 0   if i is odd,

so again 2o-2 la¿l = M (where a2 is the set of even integers in {1,2,..., n}). Since

these results are independent of n, we then have 2™=i |fl(| Ú2M and it follows that

fa ® x¡) in I1 ®e I1 is similar to (e¡) in I1.

As we have mentioned, the tensor product of unconditional bases need not be

unconditional. However, in special cases the tensor product basis is always

unconditional.
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Proposition 3.14. Let (x¡) be an unconditional basis for X and (e¡) the unit

vector basis for c0. Then the tensor product basis (x¡ (g e¡) is unconditional in X <g£ c0.

Proof. Suppose 2 %*i <g e¡ converges in X <g>E c0. Then given S>0 there is a

pair (/'o,y'o) such that for (ix,jx)^(io,jo) (»n the tensor product ordering of these

pairs),

tn.il)

2  °M*<
(fo.io)

**    < P

8

(where P is given by the P-condition for (x,)).

By definition of the e-norm we have, grouping together those tensors atixl <g et

having the same y index and summing over the designated indices,

äse|?(?-^w>)"I
That is, sup, || 2i at/x¡ \\ < 8/K. Now if (¿>j;) is a 0, 1 sequence then in exactly the same

way
Mti.h) il II || Il g

2 bffdifXt (g eJ = sup 2 M«xi  = SUP ̂2 ai'x\ < K"k = 8'
ll(Wo) i     II  i II * Il t II A

and (xj (g ej) is unconditional.

We have used repeatedly the theorem of Gelbaum and de Lamadrid that if (x¡)

and (>>,) are bases for A" and Y then (x{ (g y,) is a basis for X <g)t Y and for X <g„ Y.

If (x¡) and (yt) are only assumed to be basic sequences in X and Y it is natural to

ask whether (x¡ (g yj) is basic in A" ®e Y and A" <g„ Y.

In the case A~ <g£ Y the question is easily answered since (x¡) is a basis for [x¡],

(y) is a basis for [j¡], and so (x¡ (g _yy) is a basis for [x¡] (g£ [j>,], a closed subspace

of X (ge Y.

In connection with this idea the next proposition is of interest.

Proposition 3.15. Let (x¡) ¿>e a basic sequence in X and let (y) be any sequence

of nonzero elements of Y. Then the sequence (x¡ (gji) in X (ge Y is a basic sequence.

Proof. Let g be in Y* and ¡g|| á 1. Then there is a K^ 1 such that

n n + p tln + p lln + p

2 aig(yùxi = K 2 ««sM** = ^ sup 2 aig(y*)x4 = K\ 2 °m ® x\-
¡ = i i = i llsll-1 II i = l II i = l

Hence

2 «ij'i ® *J = -m 2^ ®x'

and the proposition is proved.

If (x¡) is a monotone basis for X, then the K of Proposition 3.15 is 1 and we have

Corollary 3.16. Let (x) be a monotone basis for X and (j>() a basis for Y.

Then the tensor diagonal (xf (g y) is monotone in X <g£ Y.
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In contrast to Corollary 3.16 we show that the tensor product of monotone bases

need not be monotone.

Recall that if M and N are compact metric spaces then

C(M) ®SC(N) = C(MxN)

and ||2?= i zt ® w,|| = sup(,.„ |2F-i zfa)*M\ M-
Example 3.17. Let (^i)¡°°=o denote the usual Schauder basis for C[0, 1]. One

verifies easily that \\<f>0 ® <j>0 + <f>o ® ^i + <Ai ® <£i|l = 3 while

ll^o ® <f>o + <t>o ® ̂ l + ̂ i <S> ^i—^i ® ¿oil = 2.

Hence fa ® <j>,) is not monotone (although fa) is monotone).

The proof of the next proposition makes use of the same ideas as that of Prop-

osition 3.14 and will be omitted. The proposition itself should be compared with

Proposition 3.14.

Proposition 3.18. Let fa) be a monotone basis for X and(et) the unit vector basis

for c0. Then the basis fa ® e,)for X ®c c0 is monotone.

Remark 3.19. Joiner has shown, in a more general context than Banach spaces,

that if (Xj) and (y¡) are both of type P (type P*) then (x¡ ® y¡) is of type P (type P*)

in A" ®e Y [13]. Since every subsequence of a type P* basis is of type P* it follows

that the tensor diagonal of type P* bases is of type P*. However this is in general

not the case for bases of type P.

In fact, if (x¡) is the basis of type P for C[0, 1] constructed by Singer and Foias [7]

then xi = 8i(/>i, where §¡=±1 and fa) is the usual Schauder basis for C[0, 1].

However one can show that fa ® <f>t), and hence (x¡ ® x¡) is similar to the basis

fa2) in C[0, 1] [11] and this last is easily seen to be nontype P.

4. The 77-tensor product. This section is concerned with the same general

subject matter as §3 except that we consider here the w-topology rather than the

E-topology. A number of the theorems proved in §1 for the space X ®e Y have

analogues in the space A" ®„ Y. However, there is generally a strong contrast in

the results obtained in these two topologies.

Our first result is a consequence of Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 4.1. Let (x¡) and(y¡) be bases for X and Y respectively. Then the tensor

product basis fa ® y,) for X <g)„ Y is boundedly complete if and only if (x¡) and

fa) are boundedly complete.

Proof. The first implication is obvious from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.

If (Xj,/j) and (yhgi) are both boundedly complete then each of (f) and (g¡) are

shrinking basic sequences. By Theorem 3.4, (f ® g¡) is a shrinking basis for

[f] ®e [gil a closed subspace of (A' ®n Y)*. Hence fa ® yjtft ® g,) is boundedly

complete.
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Simple examples show that both (x¡) and (y¡) may be of type wc0 and yet (x¡ (g y¡)

(hence certainly (x¡ (g y,)) may not be of type wc0 in X <g» Y. However the next

proposition follows immediately from Theorem 3.7.

Proposition 4.2. Let (x¡,/) and (y¡, g) be bases of type (wc0)* for X and Y

respectively. Then the basis (x¡ (g y,) for X (g„ Y is of type (wc0)*.

As we have remarked following Theorem 3.12, if (x) is an unconditional basis

for X and (y) is a basis for Y, then (x¡ <g y) is an unconditional basic sequence

in X <g» Y. The converse is false.

Example 4.3. Let (x¡) be the conditional basis for I1 defined by xx = ex, x» =

en -1 - en for « = 2,3,_Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ Cg x¡) in I1 (g„ P is similar to

(eu in IK
Proof. Using the well-known result that in I1 ®„ W ||2"=i e¡ (g w{|=2?-i Ikdl

[2], one easily computes that for n ä 3

n-l

2
li = l i=l

It IL —  J. » -L

2a^i®^t   = 2 kf + ßi + il+2 2 lfltl+3KI

Hence if 2t «¡x¡ (g x¡ converges, then 2i la¡l < +00 and (x, (g x¡) is similar to (e¡)

in/1.

As we have mentioned in §3 the tensor product of unconditional bases need not

be unconditional in X <g» Y. However we can show, in a manner analogous to

that of Proposition 3.14, that in some cases the tensor product is always uncon-

ditional.

Proposition 4.4. Let (x¡) be an unconditional basis for X and (e) the unit vector

basis of I1. Then (x¡ (g e¡) is an unconditional basis for X (g„ I1.

Proof. Suppose 2 <k¡X\ <g e} converges in X <g„P. Then given S>0 there is a

pair (i0,j0) such that if (ix,jx)^(i0,Jo) ('n the ordering on the indices from the

tensor product basis) then

|(Ü./l) g

2 auxi ®ei \< -p>
II (Wo) II

where K is given by the P-condition on (x). By grouping together those tensors

with the same e¡ term in them and summing over the designated indices we may

write

2 (¡„Xi <g eA = 2 2 a«x* ® en = 2 2 a»x4< ~k"
(io.io) II i    \ i I i   II  i Ä(io./o)

Now if (btj) is any 0, 1 sequence, then

II (ii.ii)

2 baanxi ® ei = 2 2** =2^2avxt\< K k
l(fo.io) I       y II i y      II t "■
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Hence 2 ¿>u%*i ® e¡ converges and (x¡ ® e,) is an unconditional basis for A" ®„ I1.

Our next result is an analogue of Proposition 3.15. However we will need to

impose the additional conditions that (x¡) be a basis rather than just a basic

sequence and that Y have a basis. These assumptions are probably superfluous.

Proposition 4.5. Let fa) be a basis for X and suppose Y has a basis. Then for

any nonzero sequence (zt) in Y, (xt ® zt) is a basic sequence in X ®„ Y.

Proof. Let fa) be a basis for Y and suppose

n + p m m      I \ / \

2 alXi ®zt= ^vk®wk= 2 2 b^xi) ® 2 c™y]
i = i fc = i k = i \i !       \ i !

= 22Í2 W'W®*-
j     I     \k = l I

Since

n+p n+p 1 \ n+p

2 ajXj ® z, = 2 ajxj ®   2 difíyi) =22 aAfíx¡ ® y,
í = l ;=1 \1 / 1=1    I

and since (x¡ ® y¡) is a basis for X ®n Y we must have

(m \ n + p / m \

2 w>k ® yi = 2 2 2 w h ®y»
k = l I i = X    I     \k = \ I

and 2™=i bfc\k*=aiay) fory'=l, 2,..., «+/> and any /= 1, 2,....

Now 27=i ßy-fy ® ^ = 2?=i 2i ajd{nXj ® y 1, which by the above is equal to

n /   m \ m      / n \ / \ m

2 2 2 w>k ® * = 2 2 !>?%) ® 2 ̂  = 2 «* ® **
y=i    ¡   \fc = i / fc = i Vc-i /        \ ¡ /       k = i

where ̂ = 2?=i ¿f ̂ . Now \\v'k\\ ^K\\vk\\ so F2i?=i IMI K|22?-i IK1 IK|.
Since this is true for every representation of 2"íip atxi ® zh we have

K
n + p

2
z = l

J—P _   .

2 o¡^¡ ® Zi =2a¡Xi

and by the F-condition (x, ® z¡) is basic in A" ®„ Y.

The proof of Proposition 4.5 shows that the F corresponding to the basic

sequence (x¡ ® z¡) is the same F which corresponds to the basis (x¡). Hence we have

Corollary 4.6. Let (x¡) be a monotone basis for X and (yt) any basis for Y.

Then the tensor diagonal fa ® j¡) in X ®nY is monotone.

Here again, as in the case of the £-topology, the tensor product of monotone

bases may not be monotone.

Example 4.7. Let (x¡) be the (monotone) basis for ll defined in Example 4.3.

Then ||x! ® xx+x2 ® x2|| = 5 while ||xi ® Xi+x2 ® x2—x2 ® Xi|| =3. Hence

(x¡ ® x,) is not monotone in I1 ®n I1.
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In contrast to this example we state the following result. The proof is omitted

since it follows closely that of Proposition 4.4. The proposition should be com-

pared with Propositions 4.4, 3.14, and 3.18.

Proposition 4.8. Let (x¡) be a monotone basis for X and (e) the unit vector basis

for I1. Then (x¡ (g e¡) is a monotone basis for X (g„ ll.

Remark. In §3 we showed that if (x¡) is a basic sequence in X and (y) is a basic

sequence in Y then (x¡ (g x,) is a basic sequence in X (ge Y. However the method

of proof is not applicable to the case X <g„ Y since [x¡] (g„ [y¡] need not be a

closed subspace of X (g„ Y.

Problem. If (x) is a basic sequence in X and (y) is a basic sequence in Y, is

(x¡ (g y¡) a basic sequence in X ®T Y?

A negative answer to this problem would also answer negatively the unsolved

problem of whether every basic sequence in a Banach space may be extended to a

basis for the whole space. For, if (x¡) and (y) are basic in A'and Y respectively and

(z„) and (wm) are extensions of each which are bases for X and Y, then (x¡ (g y,)

is basic in X ®n Y being a subsequence of the basis (zn <g wm) for X <g„ Y.

5. Properties of the tensor diagonal. As the results of this section show, a

consideration of the tensor diagonal (x¡ (g y) of a tensor product basis is often

useful in determining properties of the spaces X <g£ Y and X ®n Y.

We will be concerned mainly with imposing conditions on the bases (x¡) and (yt)

so that the diagonal (x, (g j¡) in X (ge Y or X ®n Y will be similar to some given

basis and with characterizing the diagonals of certain well known bases.

Our first results in this direction also demonstrate additional permanence

properties of tensor products of arbitrary bases with the unit vector bases of c0

and I1.

Proposition 5.1. Let (x¡) be a basis for X and (e¡) the unit vector basis for c0.

Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ (g e¡) in X <ge c0 is similar to (e¡) in c0.

Proof. Since (e¡) in c0 is unconditional, (x¡ (g e¡) in X (g£ c0 is unconditional by

Theorem 3.12. By definition of the c-norm,

oo.2 *, <g eA =  sup    V/ixOeJ =   sup   sup |/(x,)| Ú sup ||x,|| < +
¡ = ! 11/llSl ¡¡ti ISIS"   ll/IISl ■

Hence (x¡ (g e) is of type P and is therefore similar to (e¡) in c0.

A dual result is

Proposition 5.2. Let (x) be a basis for X and (e) the unit vector basis for ll.

Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ (g) e¡) in X (g„ I1 is similar to (e) in I1.

Proof. If 2¡ a¡*i <8> ei converges in X <g» I1 then

II ir                        v*  i   i n    n  m'n   ~
2, a,xt (g e,   = 2, \ai\ IWI-*■ °-
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Since infj ||Xj|| >0 we must have 2. I^il < +00 and (x¡ ® et) is similar to (e¡) in ll.

We have shown in Theorem 3.12 that the tensor diagonal (x¡ ® yt) of an un-

conditional basis (xj) for A" and a basis (yt) for Y is unconditional. In the case

where (y¡) is of type P* we can say much more.

Proposition 5.3. Let fa) be an unconditional basis for X and (v¡) a basis of type

P* for Y. Then the tensor diagonal (x¡ ® yt) in X ®c Y is similar to (x¡).

Proof. If 2t atXi ® yt converges in X

n

2 "igiydxi

Y then

m,n
>0.sup

IlillSl

Since (yt) is of type P*, there is a g in Y* such that ||g|| = 1 and g(y¡) = b>0 for

all /. Hence by the above ||2?=m baiXiW "*■"> 0, implying 2. o¡*í converges in A".

Conversely, if 2¡ a¡Xi converges then since (x¡) is unconditional, 2¡ <W*i con-

verges uniformly for (c¡) in any bounded subset of/00 [14]. Since {(g(y¡)) \ g in Y*,

\\g\\ ¿ 1} is a bounded subset of/00, it follows that 2¿ aig(yi)xi converges uniformly

over || g|| «á 1, and by definition of the £-norm 2¡ <hx¡ ® yt converges in A" ®e Y.

Therefore (x¡) is similar to fa ® yt).

Proposition 5.3 offers an interesting contrast between the £ and v topologies

since an analogous proposition with £ replaced by n is not true.

Example 5.4. Let (et) denote the unit vector basis in l" (1 <p< +oo). Then (e¡)

in /" is unconditional while (e¡) in ll is of type P*. However, by Proposition 5.2,

(e¡ ® et) in l" ®„ I1 is similar to (e() in I1 (and hence not to (e¡) in lp).

Notice, however, that since || • ||eg || • \\„, it follows that if (X) is of type P* and

2i atXi ® y¡ converges in A" ®„ Y, then 2¡ a¡x¡ converges in A".

The next theorem provides an interesting characterization of the tensor diagonal

(e¡ ® et) in l" ®e lr (1 <p, r<co) where (e¡) denotes the unit vector basis.

Theorem 5.5. Let 1 <p, r< +oo and set q=p\(p— 1). Then

(i) Ifr^q the tensor diagonal (et ® e¡) in l" ®e lr is similar to (e¡) in c0.

(ii) If r<q the tensor diagonal (e¡ ® et) in l" ®elr is similar to (e¡) in lqrli"-r\

Proof, (i) By Theorem 3.13, (e¡ ® et) in I" ®e V is unconditional. Now

2« sup
llglycMnl»

2 **(*«)*•  si=i      \?
sup

l!x*IISl;x*in I'
2 x*(edei < 1

(since qfir implies any x* in l" is in lr and ||x*||,«^l implies ||x*|,r^l). Hence

(e{ ® et) is of type P and must then be similar to (e¡) in c0.

(ii) Suppose r<q and 2 a^ ® e¡ converges in /" ®E lr. Then

2 Nri*w
i = m

implying 2¡ ki|r|**(A)|r converges for all x* in /".

sup
ll**||SlW*l« !»

■0.
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For any sequence (b) in lqlr (note q/r>l), define x*(ei)=|èi|1,r. Clearly the

sequence (x*(e¡)) defined this way is an element of /' which we denote by x*. By

the above we then have

2 WWT = 2 HrN
i i

converges for all (b) in /""', and by a well known result it follows that |o¡|r is in

/«««-«=(/«")*. That is, (a) is in /«r««-o.

Conversely, if (a¡) is in l"rK"-r\ then for any m, n

sup       [ J \ap\x*(et)\r
¡Ix'llSUx'in li   lt = m

Ú    sup
llx'IISl

2 (NT
(9-r)/q it "s r/ij-

2(i**fe)ir4
[ = m J

1,'r

by Holder's inequality. But this last is equal to

sup
ll**l!ál

2 k qrl(q-r)
(q-r)lqr

21*« 2>«iqrl(q - r)
m,n

► O.

Hence if (a¡) is in l'>rKq-r\ then 2ifliei ® e¡ converges in /p (g£ /r and we see

(e¡ (g e¡) is similar to (e¡) in /<ir/«'-r>.

Note. The special case q = r of part (i) of Theorem 5.5 was proved by Dunford

and Schatten [5].

Corollary 5.6. Given any l<s< +oo there is a l<p<2 such that (e¡ (g e¡) in

l" (ge /p is similar to (e) in Is.

Proof. For 1<í<+oo set ^ = 2^/(5-1). Then q>2 so p = q/(q—l)<2. By

Theorem 5.5, (e¡ (g e¡) in /p (g£ /p is similar to (e) in /"«'<«-"). It is easily seen

that pq/(q— p) = s.

In order to describe the diagonals (e¡ (g e¡) in /p (g„ /r we will need the following

lemma which is useful in duality type proofs.

Lemma 5.7. Let (x¡, /) be a basis for X having a subsequence (xn) which is

similar to (e¡) in c0. Then the corresponding subsequence (/„,) of(fi) in X* is similar

to (e¡) in I1.

Proof. The sequence (x„() is similar to (e¡) in c0 so the associated sequence of

coefficient functionals (gn) in [x„J* is similar to (e¡) in I1.

It is clear that gn, =fniVxnii for each /. Hence if Ia/„. converges, then 2, atfni\[Xntl

= 2iai?n, converges. But then by the above 2i |oí|< +00 and (P), being semi-

normalized, is similar to (e¡) in I1.

Note. It follows from a previous comment we have made (§2) about [/,] being

norm-determining over X that if (x¡,/) is a basis for X such that (fi) is similar to

(e¡) in c0, then (x»() is similar to (e) in I1.
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Corollary 5.8. Let l<m,n< +oo andnj(n-l)^m. Then (e¡ ® e¡) in lm ®n ln

is similar to (e¡) in I1.

Proof. Since «/(«—l)^m it follows from Theorem 5.5 that (e¡ ® e¡) in /m/(m-1)

0£in/(n-D js simiiar l0 (e¡) in c0. Hence by Lemma 5.7 (et ® et) in lm ®nln

= (/m/(m-l) 0£ /n,(n-l))* ¡s similar to (e.) jn /l.

It is a trivial corollary of Theorem 5.5 that (e¡ ® et) in lp ®E l" (p~x+q~x = l)

is similar to (e¡) in c0. The next theorem shows this is only a special case of a more

general result.

Theorem 5.9. Let X be a space with an unconditional basis fa,fi). Then the tensor

diagonal (x¡ ®/¡) in X ®e [f] is similar to (e¡) in c0.

Proof. By Theorem 3.12 the diagonal fa ®/¡) is unconditional. We show it is

also of type P and hence similar to (et) in c0.

By definition

2 xi ®/f   =   sup    ^fifaxÀ ^ K sup    2 /'(*)*<
*!ISl||i = l IWIS1

F

(where F is given by the F-condition on (x¡)). Hence (x¡ ®/t) is of type P in

X ®e [ft].

Corollary 5.10. Let X be a space with an unconditional basic sequence (v¡) such

that there is a continuous linear mapping from X onto [yt] (e.g. if[yi] = X or [y¡] is

complemented in A"). Then c0 can be embedded in X ®s X*.

Proof. Suppose F: A"-> [yt] is a continuous linear mapping which is onto.

Then [yt] = X/K where F is the kernel of T. It follows that [y¡]* can be embedded

in X* (since fa]* = [X/K]* = K°<= X* [18, p. 161]). The conclusion now follows

from Theorem 5.9 since [ vt] ®£ [y¡]* is a closed subspace of A" ®£ A*.

Corollary 5.11. Let X be a space with an unconditional basis. Then X ®e X*

is not weakly complete.

Corollary 5.12. Let X be a reflexive space with an unconditional basis. Then

X ®£ X* has a basis which is neither shrinking nor boundedly complete.

Proof. If fa,f) is an unconditional basis for X then (x( ®/y) is a basis for

X ®e X* whose diagonal is similar to (e¡) in c0. Since no separable conjugate space

contains c0 [1], the space X ®s X* has no boundedly complete basis.

If every basis were shrinking then A" ®£ X* would be reflexive [22], contradicting

thefactthatc0cA®£ X*.

Corollary 5.13. Let X be a reflexive space with an unconditional basis. Then

X ®e X* is not quasi-reflexive of order nfor any «^0.
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Proof. Every closed subspace of a quasi-reflexive space is quasi-reflexive [3].

Since c0 is not quasi-reflexive, the result follows immediately from Theorem 5.9.

A dual result to Theorem 5.9 is

Corollary 5.14. Let (xhfi) be an unconditional basis for X. Then (x¡ (g/) in

X (g» [fi] is similar to (e) in I1.

Proof. By Theorem 3.12 the diagonal (xf (g/) in X <g„ [/,] is unconditional.

Also, we have previously seen that the coefficient functionals associated with the

basic sequence (x{ (g/) in X <g„ [/] are just the restrictions to [x, <g/(] of the

functionals (/ (g x.) in [/] <g£ [x{]<=iX 0, [/])*.

Now (/, (g x¡) in [/] (g£ [x¡] is similar to (e) in c0 by Theorem 5.9, and hence

is of type P. It is clear that the restrictions of a type P basic sequence will also be

of type P. Therefore the coefficient functionals of the basic sequence (x¡ (g/) are

of type P, implying (x¡ (g/¡) is of type P* and hence similar to (e¡) in I1.

From Corollary 5.14 we obtain the following interesting result.

Corollary 5.15. Let X be a reflexive space with an unconditional basis. Then

ä?iX, X) is nonseparable.

Proof. If (x¡) is unconditional, then, by Corollary 5.14, (x¡ <g/¡) in X (g„ X*

is similar to (e,) in I1. Therefore /" is isomorphic to a factor space of (A" (g„ A'*)*

= &iX, X**) = &iX, X) and the conclusion follows.
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